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SET-UP AND ELECTRICAL SAFETY
ON SITE
This fact sheet is for a person conducting

emergency plan, you must consider the size

a business or undertaking (PCBU) who

and location of the worksite, the number and

manages or controls a small construction site.

composition of workers, the nature of the

The fact sheet is one of four in the Electrical

work and its hazards, and workers’ views.

Safety on Small Construction Sites series.
The related fact sheets and Electrical Safety

FIRST AID

Checklist have more information.

>> You must provide adequate first aid

Setting up safely on site will help to eliminate
or minimise the health and safety risks that
come with using electricity. Ask workers to
share their ideas, experiences or concerns
about how the site is set up.

equipment for the site.
>> Workers must have access to that first aid
equipment, and access to first aid facilities.
>> Workers must also have access to an
adequate number of trained first aiders,
either trained workers on site or other

TRAINING AND SUPERVISION

people (eg at a local medical centre or

You must provide your workers with the training

hospital).

and supervision they need to work safely.
Make sure that workers know how to safely
operate the electrical equipment used on site.

>> It is good practice to have a CPR-trained
person on site.
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

GENERAL WORKPLACE FACILITIES

Electrical equipment can be damaged by

Your site layout must, so far as is reasonably

harsh environments or working conditions,

practicable, allow people to enter, exit and

such as:

move about without risks to health and safety

>> bad weather

– under normal working conditions and in
an emergency.

>> exposure to dust, water, chemicals,
steam and UV radiation.

EMERGENCY PLANNING

Working with electrical equipment in wet

Your workplace must have an emergency plan.

and damp environments increases the risk

This should include information about how
to evacuate the site, and how to notify

be used, including – but not limited to –
suitable personal protective equipment (PPE).
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emergency services. When preparing an

of electric shocks. Adequate controls should

worksafe.govt.nz
0800 030 040

(See Section 4 of WorkSafe’s General Risk and

RELOCATABLE BUILDINGS, CARAVANS

Workplace Management interpretive guidelines

AND OTHER VEHICLES

for information about the legal requirements

Relocatable buildings (such as prefabs),

around PPE.) Workers using power tools

caravans and certain vehicles connect to an

should be able to work under cover from rain

electrical supply by plugging into a special

whenever possible.

socket-outlet. The socket-outlet should be

As well as tools, consider other electrical

protected by an RCD.

equipment that workers may use on site.
Workers should only use microwaves, kettles

All relocatable buildings, caravans and other

and other domestic appliances that are

a valid Electrical Warrant of Fitness (EWOF)

RCD-protected.

issued by an electrical inspector. An EWOF

LOOK AT WHAT ELSE IS ON SITE
OR NEARBY

vehicles supplied with electricity should have

is valid for four years. A person supplying
electricity to a relocatable building, caravan
or other vehicle must make sure that it has a

You should identify any hazards that could

valid EWOF before connecting it to power.

cause reasonably foreseeable risks to health

It is an offence to connect it to power if its

and safety.

EWOF has expired.

HIDDEN ELECTRICITY CABLES AND

The supply cord can be included in the EWOF.

OTHER UTILITIES

The cord does not require testing and tagging

Hidden electricity cables and other utilities

if it is RCD-protected. Supply cords must

(eg gas pipes) should be located, shown on

be kept away from sharp edges and treated

plans and marked.

like extension leads. Permanent supply leads

OVERHEAD LINES

buried inside a conduit in a marked location.

If working close to overhead power lines,
check whether:
>> the electricity supply has been isolated.
If isolation is not practicable then a
minimisation control must be put in
place, if it is reasonably practicable
>> minimum approach distances (MADs)
have been identified (see Section 9 of

should be raised on insulated supports, or

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
FACILITIES AND OTHER WORKPLACE
REQUIREMENTS
See WorkSafe’s Electrical Safety Checklist
and the other fact sheets in this series:
>> Electricity Supply Arrangements
on a Small Construction Site

WorkSafe’s New Zealand Electrical Code

>> Checking Your Electrical Equipment Is Safe

of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances

>> RCDs, PSOAs, Leads, Cords, Plugs and

[ECP 34]).
>> people (such as scaffolders) and plant
working near overhead power lines

Battery-Operated Equipment
WorkSafe’s General Risk and Workplace
Management interpretive guidelines

comply with the minimum safe approach
distance limits.
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You can use visual safety aids or taped markers
to indicate where overhead power lines are.
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